Dear colleagues,

What we asking from each sub-organization or group:
--Develop a three year action plan for your specific sub-organization or group, which includes clearly defined objectives, tasks, deadlines, as well as who will be leader on the objective (ideally, by February 13 with final revisions by March 1, no later June 1 for AGS)
--Submit the action plan to the Strategic Planning Syndicate for incorporation into the Student Government Strategic Plan.
--Identify a person each year who will act as a liaison between the Syndicate and their sub-organization or group. Agree to participate in Monthly or Quarterly meetings to review action plan, share ideas and challenges, and revise the plan as needed.
--Build in self-established accountability mechanisms for plan implementation.
--Provide to the Syndicate sub-organization- or group-specific needs and feedback to be sure that the Syndicate is properly supporting it in its development.

Benefits of Participation
--Idea and resource sharing (for example, MSA check request website could be used for all groups)
--Full-time staff will know where you are headed and anticipate and respond to needs in an informed manner
--Resources can be allocated toward prioritized organizational objectives
--Unity among the student-run organizations in student government
--Improve communication between sub-organizations in student government such that they can co-champion issues for each other
--Accountability: Getting plans on paper and viewed by other groups will lead to natural accountability and a desire to accomplish was set out to do
--The report will be distributed widely and will inform campus stakeholders of what Student Government is working on. This can lead to partnerships and buy-in
--By creating a three-year plan, students new to the organization will be oriented on historical challenges for the organization and the direction it is headed

Sandy